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Introduction to Graph-based Knowledge Discovery

Enterprise search applications have become increasingly complex IT-projects. Search has
merged into a fusion of recommendation, analytics and question / answering machines. At the
same time, most cognitive search applications still suffer from the same basic shortcomings as
poor search relevance. The holy grail of cognitive solutions is a combination of robust and
customizable IT architectures, flexible information models that can be shaped by subject matter
experts and intuitive user interfaces.
In this knowledge article we introduce you to PoolParty GraphSearch. It is an out-of-the box
application for search & analytics operations fully based on semantic technologies and
knowledge graphs. You will discover ...
●
●
●

how knowledge graphs support multi-faceted knowledge discovery
how PoolParty GraphSearch enables agile data management
which types of use cases can be tackled with this technology

PoolParty is available in different product bundles. You can build a complete semantic
search and analytics application based on PoolParty platform. Alternatively, you can
work with PoolParty’s knowledge modelling and text analytics features and enhance
your existing applications by it. Please visit the product overview site for a complete function &
feature overview of the different PoolParty server configurations.
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PoolParty GraphSearch in a Nutshell

PoolParty GraphSearch: Demo Example - Research Papers

What is PoolParty GraphSearch?
With PoolParty GraphSearch companies can search over a variety of content types and
business objects and analyze the data on a more granular level. All content and data
repositories that are connected to GraphSearch are annotated with semantic metadata that
makes the search, recommendation and analytics operations highly precise. GraphSearch is a
front-end application put on top of a semantic infrastructure and an API providing the following
features:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ontology-based data access (OBDA)
Faceted search including hierarchies
Autocomplete combined with context information
Custom views on entity-centric and document-centric data
Statistical charts for the unified data repositories
Plug-in system for recommendation and similarity algorithms
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How does it work?
Business users query knowledge assets in GraphSearch along data models. As multiple
systems can be connected to GraphSearch, the variety of knowledge models are additionally
linked by an ontology layer.
System administrators can define which part of the ontology and corresponding entities in the
taxonomy should be used in the GraphSearch front-end application. That way, they define
specific views on data. They can also provide multiple search spaces within GraphSearch and
enable the user to switch between them. A search space is a customized search configuration
over a specific data set. The selected search facets for each search space are derived from the
knowledge graph.

 PoolParty GraphSearch Configuration: How search spaces relate to the knowledge graph

GraphSearch can be enhanced with recommendation algorithms. These can work with
similarity-based recommendations, or for some use cases, a matchmaking algorithm is more
suitable. The research team of Semantic Web Company has a strong focus on machine
learning and is continuously extending the library of machine learning algorithms in
GraphSearch.
Data analytics functionalities support the business user to derive even more granular insights.
Search facets can be combined into statistical charts and display which kind of data is actually
available for specific topics.
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Agile Data Management and Integration
The implementation of PoolParty GraphSearch is the beginning of consolidating data silos
without data migration. Various functional roles have to work together in order to deliver a
unified data environment. PoolParty takes the heterogeneous technical backgrounds of the
involved professionals into consideration.
Specific user-friendly solutions support the whole knowledge management team in their
collaborative work processes:
●
●
●
●

●
●

Subject matter experts can define a semantic data layer to describe the meaning of
metadata in the PoolParty taxonomy management tool.
Knowledge engineers can link separate taxonomies and maintain the knowledge graph
in the same tool.
Information architects and developers can link various content and data repositories with
the semantic metadata via the PoolParty API.
Data scientists can adapt embedded machine-learning algorithms to finetune the search,
classification, and recommendation results that are mainly derived through the
knowledge graph.
This semi-automatic knowledge engineering approach sustains that the query results will
gradually get more precise and applicable to a continuously growing data environment.
On top of that, GraphSearch enables business users to search over data repositories
and analyze available information.

PoolParty GraphSearch: Roles, functions and data sources
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Example: Search, recommendation & analytics

PoolParty GraphSearch: Demo Example - Wine and Cheese Recommender

In this chapter, we will explain how business users benefit from the Graph search application.
Let’s begin with the search space of a wine and cheese recommender. As mentioned before,
the entities and relations are defined in the knowledge graph. The system administrator has
chosen facets based on the underlying ontology and has configured statistical charts as well as
the way to display search results. This recommender example works in its underlying logic for
many other use cases, which are discussed in the following chapter: “Selected enterprise use
cases”.

PoolParty GraphSearch : Search views
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Business users can switch between various search views that include varying information on
first glance. The metadata is again derived from the knowledge graph. Maybe the user wants to
click immediately on similar results, take a detailed view on the search results or click to an
external page.
PoolParty GraphSearch is not only dealing with
documents, but also with entities or “things” - as in
this case with concrete products like wine and
cheese. Contextual and descriptive information,
as well as corresponding media formats like
images can be maintained in the PoolParty
knowledge graph. If the user selects an object, he
will get all available information about it, also in
regards how it relates to other entities.
       PoolParty GraphSearch: Object details view

In this specific use case, a detailed view on a wine includes similarity-based recommendations
for other wines and a recommendation for suitable cheese, which is derived from specific wine
and cheese characteristics.
In the same PoolParty GraphSearch Server, the user can switch between different search
spaces that cover other topics and which can be configured differently in regards to search
facets, statistical charts and search views.

PoolParty GraphSearch: Demo Example - Cocktail  Recommender
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Selected Use Case Examples

PoolParty GraphSearch is a powerful solution for complex search, retrieval and analytics
challenges. A specific use case is a good starting point for developing a unified view on
distributed data and makes it actionable in other applications or work processes. We share a
couple of examples to demonstrate how GraphSearch can be implemented.

Aligning research activities
Research-intensive organizations like pharmaceutical companies are often geographically
dispersed, which makes knowledge sharing and performance management equally challenging.
An R&D department highly benefits from a single point of access to information. Based on
PoolParty GraphSearch, a scientific information tracking service can be implemented.
One of the main outputs of R&D departments are scientific publications that are usually publicly
available. Important key performance indicators (KPIs) for research work are the quantity of
published papers and the impact factor of each paper. The impact factor is derived from peer
reviews and the reputation of the scientific journal that accepted the paper.
PoolParty Semantic Middleware fetches the relevant publicly available resources and processes
them. The papers might be originally annotated with very heterogeneous metadata as there is
obviously no clearly defined semantic layer. With PoolParty, all papers get transformed into the
data format RDF and are matched against a knowledge graph. Therefore, the resources get
consistently classified.
The resulting semantic data set is made accessible with PoolParty GraphSearch. The head of
research and his/her team now have an analytical dashboard at their disposal that can provide
extremely precise answers to questions like ...
●
●
●

who has published papers about disease X?
how many papers have been published about therapy/drug X over the years by a certain
location/department?
what impact did the papers have that were published by subsidiary Y in a certain
therapeutic area?

These insights help to understand the impact of projects and investments taken and to find the
right contact persons for specific requests to avoid duplicated work.
Depending on the structure of the knowledge graph, the analytical functionalities in
GraphSearch can be flexibly adapted and extended.
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Skills-based matchmaking
Large knowledge organizations such as consulting firms, software vendors or manufacturing
companies employ highly specialized experts. When new projects arise, usually the question
comes up who should join the team. In the past, middle management was supposed to provide
good recommendations for this purpose. In times of globally distributed, cross-functional
working groups and flattening hierarchies, an automated way of detecting available skills and
experiences is crucial.
Companies who want to use GraphSearch for this type of use case,
need to detect available resources first. CVs are usually available.
Project reports with specific person-related information might be also in
place.
Then specific taxonomies and ontologies have to be developed, which
define how resources get annotated and classified. The knowledge
model also provides an orientation for possible search facets within the
GraphSearch application.
Taxonomy example: Skills Matching

GraphSearch enables internal HR departments to search for adequate project team members
and help to streamline organizational processes. Not only projects can be executed in a more
efficient way, also employee’s motivation can be sustained as professional development, which
is also better manageable with a skills-based matchmaking application.
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Intelligent helpdesk
Product and service-oriented companies with large support teams are aware of potential
efficiency gains. Many customer inquiries are highly repetitive and could be solved by
customers themselves. The prerequisite for self-servicing help portals is an extensive
knowledge base that is matched with a variety of possible search questions.

Knowledge modelling for a question / answering application

GraphSearch fulfills the front-end requirements to be used as a guided helpdesk portal. It’s the
knowledge modelling that has to be considered thoroughly in order to provide very precise
results.
Available resources like FAQs (frequently asked questions) can be imported into the PoolParty
knowledge graph. The questions get linked to suitable information, which is also modelled as
concepts in the knowledge model. With the PoolParty UnifiedViews component you can develop
automated processes to update the knowledge graph with newly incoming questions from
third-party systems. Also the linking of questions with resources from a help desk can be
supported automatically with the PoolParty extractor component.
It is important to emphasize that the knowledge modelling with PoolParty is a semi-automatic
process. Subject matter experts and knowledge engineers can manually adapt the graph if
necessary. The larger the knowledge model gets, the better the algorithmically enhanced
modelling results become.
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Further Resources
Please continue exploring the capabilities of PoolParty GraphSearch. Try it yourself
and take a look at complementary resources.
●
●
●
●
●

GraphSearch Demo with Test-Data
Customer Success Story: Boehringer Ingelheim
Use Case Example: How to build a recommender system with GraphSearch
PoolParty GraphSearch Product Website
PoolParty Documentation: How to configure GraphSearch

Contact
Don’t hesitate to contact us, if you have specific questions regarding our product offerings.
Nika Mizerski
Product Manager, Semantic Web Company
  nika.mizerski@semantic-web.com
●
●
●
●
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